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Abstract: Software outsourcing has become a common method used in many IT companies to reduce development cost, increase 

development efficiency and concentrate limited resource on mainstream business and technology. One of the important 
software engineering problems under this background is how to form an outsourcing software development process, 
which sum up all the people, artifacts, methods, working flows in outsourcing development field to provide instructive 
process guidance. On the analysis of different kinds of software outsourcing patterns, this paper puts up a RUP based 
software outsourcing process framework, which include outsourcing patterns exiting in main stages in software life circle, 
such as requirement outsourcing, design outsourcing, implement outsourcing, testing outsourcing etc. Because of the 
particularity in the field of software outsourcing, RUP is not completely suit for the outsourcing software development, an 
extension and customization to RUP is necessary. A detail requirement and design process description is illustrated in this 
paper. 
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1  Introduction 
1.1  Software engineering in the field of software 

outsourcing
In recent years, Software outsourcings has become an 

effective method for international software company to reduce 
cost, increase development efficiency and concentrate limited 
resource on mainstream business and technology. Because of 
the great development of software outsourcing industry, the 
study on software engineering in the field of software 
outsourcing has come forth. The main studies in this field focus 
on   software outsourcings method, technology and decision. 

The software outsourcing development process is one of 
the important fields in studies on software outsourcing. 
References in this field try to set up the process mode of 
software outsourcings to give a process guidance to develop 

outsourcing software and increase development efficiency. 
For example, reference [2] discusses the software products 

that vendors and clients should use, the phases that should be 
departed and major activities, performance measures and 
expected outcomes in each phase in the process of outsourcing. 
Reference [1] presents a management model for the whole 
outsourcing process. The above two references represent the 
study on the whole software outsource process, which not only 
include outsourcing software engineering step but also the early 
outsourcing decision, choosing supplier, sign contracts etc. 

References [4][5][6] focus on  the outsourcing process in 
software engineering. Reference [4] presents three models that 
describe the cooperation and the division of works within each 
software engineering phase and highlight the communication 
pattern between clients and vendors. Reference [5] presents a 
kind of division of work mode between vendor and client, and 
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focuses on the conversation mode between these two parts. 
Reference [7] discusses Japanese outsourcing model of 
software engineering.  All above references presented 
software outsourcing process models focus on the work 
division between clients and vendors within each software 
outsourcing engineering phase, and are instructive in 
engineering practice to some extend. However, these references 
did not give the detailed definition of the workflows of vendor 
and client. The real instructive role is not very clear. 

1.2  Theory and methods of software development 
process 

Software processes are a series of activities that software 
engineers take with the software tool support to build the 
software products. These processes should define clearly the 
team’s job and responsibility, action, executing schedule, 
content and step of these actions. 

Since 1970s, the usual process modes of software 
development life cycle has come into being, such as waterfall 
model, quick-prototype model, increment model, spiral model 
and so on. But these modes give little specification to the 
activities executors and their division of work, and methods, 
tools and purpose in every phase. Moreover, in these models, 
activities are not parallel, which means there is almost only one 
activity in every phase. 

Since 1970s, people emphasized more on efficiency of 
software development, software quality and the work related to 
software management. The conception of “software process” 
had been established. This process includes not only software 
development process but also supported and managed process. 
Based on this conception, some famous processes, such as RUP, 
Microsoft process, Agile process, groups and personal 
development process, had been appeared and applied in IT 
companies. However, all of them didn’t specially define the 
outsourcing process, and few references has study the problem. 

1.3  Reasons to choose RUP 
On the analysis of different kinds of software outsourcing 

patterns, this paper puts up a software outsourcing process 
framework based on extension and customization on RUP, 
which include outsourcing patterns exiting in main stages in 
software life circle, such as requirement outsourcing, design 
outsourcing, implement outsourcing, testing outsourcing etc. 
The reasons that choosing RUP are as following: 

1. The software development in the field of software 
outsourcing span over different time zone, countries, cultures 
and languages. It is very difficult for clients and vendors to 
convey information to each other in natural languages.  The 

software artifacts, especially the artifacts that need to transfer 
between clients and vendors, should be specified in a formal 
and unified mode. RUP is the only process which takes UML as 
its standard modeling language. 

2 In software outsourcing market, the large software 
Multi-national Corporation is on the dominative position. These 
companies have plentiful technology resources and detailed 
division of work. These characters matched to the complicated 
role in RUP. 

3 Software outsourcing needs cooperation among 
different corporations. The software development in the field of 
software outsourcing has some limitations such as variability in 
requirement, limited communication, huge development risk 
and uncertainty. The technological characters in RUP such as 
use case driven, architecture-centric, iterative, incremental 
process ideals, can moderate these risk factors. 

2   The framework of RUP based 
Outsourcing Software Development Process 
Pattern

2.1 Outsourcing Software Development Process Pattern 
The brief software outsourcing process patterns is 

described in table1. According to the phases in software life 
circle that the two sides of clients and vendors might be 
involved in, software outsourcing process pattern framework 
can be divided into five first class patterns, which can be 
divided into many sub patterns as showed in Table1. 

Table1. The brief Software outsourcing process patterns 

Pattern 
name  

Description Sub- pattern  Sub-pattern 
description 

Preliminary  
requirement 

Client put up the 
preliminary 
requirement, leaving 
the detailed 
requirement to 
vendors. 

Requirem
ent  
Outsourci
ng

It is necessary 
for clients to 
distribute all or 
part of 
requirement 
analysis to 
vendors in the 
requirement 
phase 

Complete 
requirement 
outsourcing  

All the work of 
requirement is given 
to vendors. 

Business 
logic design  

Vendor designs 
business logic 

Technical 
design  

Vendor designs 
software solution 

Architecture 
Design  

Vendor designs the 
overall technique 
architecture. 

Detailed 
design 

Vendor does almost 
all design work. 

Design 
Outsourci
ng

It is necessary 
for clients to 
distribute all or 
part of design to 
vendors in the 
design phase 

Complete All the work of 
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design 
outsourcing  

design is given to 
vendors. 

Client 
involved 
implementat
ion

Client and vendor 
implement together.  

Client 
managed 
implementat
ion

Client assigns duties, 
monitors quality and 
schedule 

Client 
supervised 
implementat
ion

Client monitors the 
progress of 
implementation 
periodically, and 
gives advice 

Impleme
ntation 
Outsourci
ng

It is necessary 
for clients to 
distribute all or 
part of 
implementation 
to vendors in the 
phase of 
implementation 

Complete 
implementat
ion
outsourcing 

All the work of 
implementation is 
given to vendors. 

Client 
managed 
testing  

Client make test 
schedule and cases Test  

Outsourci
ng

It is necessary 
for clients to 
distribute all or 
part of testing 
work to vendors 
in the phase of 
testing 

Complete 
testing 
outsourcing 

All the work of 
testing is given to 
vendors. 

Client 
involved  
maintenance 

Client maintains 
simple parts Vender 
maintains the difficult 
parts 

Maintena
nce  
Outsourci
ng

It is necessary 
for clients to 
distribute 
outsource all or 
part of 
maintaining 
work to vendors 
in the phase of  
Maintenance 

Complete 
maintenance 
outsourcing 

All the work of 
maintenance is given 
to vendors. 

2.2 The characters of essential factors in software process 
for Software Development Outsourcing 

The essential factors in software development process are 

personnel, artifacts, methods and working flows. In the fields of 

software development outsourcing, the characters of all these 

essential factors are listed as following:  

1 Personnel: Personnel in outsourcing software 

development process are classified not only by their role in 

software development but also by their employment 

relationship with Client or Vendor Company. There are some 

classification modes as follows: 

(1) The roles in vendor and client are not overlapping. If 

there is a role in client side, the same role would not be existed 

in vendor side, and vice versa.  

(2)Client side shares the same role with vendor side. If 

there is a role in client side, the same role might be existed in 

vendor side, and vice versa. 

(3)Some roles in Unified Process which are not suitable 

for outsourcing software development will be deleted. 

(4)Some roles which are not in Unified Process would be 

added in the context of outsourcing. 

2 Artifact: Artifacts in the background of software 

outsourcing can be classified as following: 

(1)The artifacts in Unified Process are transferred among 

inner roles in client or vendor side. These artifacts need not 

additional technology, personnel and activity. 

(2)The artifacts in Unified process are transferred between 

client and vendor side. These artifacts need additional tools, 

personnel, and activity because they are transferred between 

two companies. 

(3)Some artifacts in Unified Process which are not suitable 

for outsourcing software development will be deleted. 

(4)Some artifacts which are not in Unified Process would 

be added in the context of outsourcing. 

3 Method: Methods in the background of software 

outsourcing can be classified as following: 

(1)Some methods in Unified Process which are not 

suitable for outsourcing software development will be deleted. 

(2)Some methods which are not in Unified Process would 

be added in the context of outsourcing. 

4 Working flow: Working flows. in the background of 

software outsourcing can be classified as following: 

(1)Some working flows. in Unified Process which are not 
suitable for outsourcing software development will be deleted. 

(2)Some working flows which are not in Unified Process 
would be added in the context of outsourcing. 

(3)Some working flows would be adjusted in the context 
of outsourcing because of the added or deleted personnel, 
artifacts or methods. 

In the rest parts of this paper, a detail requirement and 
design outsourcing process description is illustrated. 

3  Software requirement outsourcing process 
pattern  

Software requirement outsourcing means that the client 
side assigns all or part of the requirement task to the vendor 
side. Software requirement outsourcing can be divided into 
preliminary requirement outsourcing and complete requirement 
outsourcing pattern according to the division of work between 
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the client and vendor side. 
3.1 Preliminary requirement outsourcing process pattern

In preliminary requirement outsourcing process, the client 
put up the preliminary requirement, leaving the detailed 
requirement to vendors. The personnel, artifacts and working 
flows in this process pattern are illustrated in Fig1. 

Analysis staff

Architecture designers

Usecase description staff

User interface designers

Decide actor and usecase

Decide the Priority of usecases

Detailed Description of a usecase

Buid User interface
Prototype

Build usecase model

Business model

Brief usecase
model

Brief usecase
model

Usecase
architecture

detailed usecase
model

User interface
Prototype

C
lient

V
endor

Fig.1 Preliminary requirement outsourcing process 

System analysis and architecture staff in client side and 
detailed requirement analysis staff in vendor side should set up 
good interaction to ensure client’s overall requirement of 
information can be accurately transmitted to vendor and to 
ensure the accuracy of the detailed requirements. Therefore, the 
two sides, on one hand, should use UML to interact, on the 
other hand, requirement staff of both client and vendor should 
regularly meet or through communication tools to exchange 
results of communication requirement analysis and discuss the 
problems encountered.   

 Another method used in this pattern is Overall 
requirement disguise technology, mean that the client side 
disguises the overall requirement to make the vendor side can 
not understand the gross requirement but can still conduct a 
detailed requirement analysis. Client can be restored vendor’s 
requirement back through simple restore technology. 

3.2 Complete requirement outsourcing pattern 
Complete requirement outsourcing means almost all the 

work of requirement is given to the vendor. The client only 
defines the vision and confirms the requirement. The personnel, 
artifacts and working flows in this process pattern are 
illustrated in Fig2. 

Analysis staff

Architecture designers

Usecase description staff

User interface designers

Decide actor and usecase

Decide the Priority of usecases

Detailed Description of a usecase

Buid User interface
Prototype

Build usecase model

Business model

Brief usecase
model

Brief usecase
model

Usecase
architecture

detailed usecase
model

User interface
Prototype

Analysis staffAnalysis staff Vision definition Requirement confirmation

C
lient

V
endor

Fig.2 Complete requirement outsourcing process 
3.3 Comparison between the two patterns 

In table2, some essential factors and conditions in the two 
software requirement outsourcing process patterns are listed for 
comparing.  

Table2. Comparison between the two patterns 
Factors 
/Conditions

Preliminary requirement 
outsourcing process pattern 

Complete requirement 
outsourcing pattern 

Participants Client side: 
System Analysts, Architect 
Vendor side: 
Use-case description 
User Interface Designer 

Client side: 
System Analysts 
Vendor side: 
System Analysts 
Architect 
Use-case description 
User Interface Designer 

Key
artifact 

Client side: 
business model 
high level Use-case model 
Use-case architecture  
model 
Complete Use-case model 
Vendor side: 
Detail Use-case model 
User Interface model 

Client side: 
Vision Statement 
Vendor side: 
business model 
high level Use-case model 
Use-case architecture  model 
Complete Use-case model 
Detail Use-case model 
User Interface model 

Necessary 
condition 

1.Client has the 
requirement analysis 
capability 
2.Vendor have the 
capability of doing detailed 
requirement analysis 

1.Client hasn’t the requirement 
capability. 
2.Vendor has the requirement 
capability.
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Promoted 
condition 

1.Client has little time to 
do requirement analysis. 
2.Client lack staff to do 
requirement analysis. 
3.It is not necessary for 
client to keep the overall 
requirement secret to 
vendor, or the client has 
disguise the overall 
requirement before 
transferring it to the 
vendor. 
4.The client has the 
training responsibility to 
the vendor. 

1. Client has little time to do 
requirement analysis. 
2. Client lack staff to do 
requirement analysis. 
3. It is not necessary for client 
to keep the complete 
requirement secret to vendor.  
4. The client has the training 
responsibility to the vendor.

4 Software design outsourcing process 
pattern

Software design outsourcing refers that all or part of the 
design work is assigned to the vendor. Software design 
outsourcing can be divided into business logic design 
outsourcing, architecture design outsourcing, detail design 
outsourcing and complete design outsourcing according to the 
division of work between the client and vendor side. 

4.1 Technical design outsourcing process pattern 
In the technical design outsourcing process, the client 

undertakes the business logic design or problem domain 
analysis work leaving the software solution to the vendor. The 
personnel, artifacts and working flows in this process pattern 
are illustrated in Fig3. 

Architecture designers Build analysis model

Usecase engineers Analysis of usecase implementation

Description of architecture

Software enguneers Build analysis class Build analysis package

Architecture designers Build design model

Usecase engineers Usecase implementation design

architecture design

Components engineers Build design class Build design 
subsystem

Build implementation
model

Design interface

C
lient

V
endor

Fig.3 Business logic design outsourcing process 

1
4.2 Business logic design outsourcing process pattern 

In contract to technical design outsourcing process, in the 
logic design outsourcing process, the client undertakes the 

software solution design work leaving the business logic 
solution to the vendor. The personnel, artifacts and working 
flows in this process pattern are illustrated in Fig4.

Architecture designers Build analysis model

Usecase engineers Analysis of usecase implementation

Description of architecture

Software enguneers Build analysis class Build analysis package

Architecture designers Build design model

Usecase engineers Usecase implementation design

architecture design

Components engineers Build design class Build design 
subsystem

Build implementation
model

Design interface

Vendor
C
lient

Fig.4 Technical design outsourcing process 

4.3 Architecture Design Outsourcing process pattern 
In the architecture design outsourcing process, the client 

undertakes detail analysis and design work leaving the analysis 
and design architecture to the vendor. The personnel, artifacts 
and working flows in this process pattern are illustrated in Fig5. 

Architecture designers Build analysis model

Usecase engineers Analysis of usecase implementation

Description of architecture

Software enguneers Build analysis class Build analysis package

Architecture designers Build design model

Usecase engineers Usecase implementation design

architecture design

Components engineers Build design class Build design 
subsystem

Build implementation
model

Design interface

V
endor

C
lient

Vendor
C
lient

Fig.5 Architecture design outsourcing process 

4.4 Detailed design outsourcing pattern 
In the detailed design outsourcing process, the client 

undertakes the analysis and design architecture leaving detail 
analysis and design work to the vendor. The personnel, artifacts 
and working flows in this process pattern are illustrated in Fig6. 
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Architecture designers Build analysis model

Usecase engineers Analysis of usecase implementation

Description of architecture

Software enguneers Build analysis class Build analysis package

Architecture designers Build design model

Usecase engineers Usecase implementation design

architecture design

Components engineers Build design class Build design 
subsystem

Build implementation
model

Design interface

C
lient

V
endor

C
lient

Vendor

Fig.6 Detailed design outsourcing process 

4.5 Complete design outsourcing pattern 
In the complete design outsourcing process, the client 

undertakes almost all the design work leaving design checking 
work to the vendor. The personnel, artifacts and working flows 
in this process pattern are illustrated in Fig7. 

Architecture designers Build analysis model

Usecase engineers Analysis of usecase implementation

Description of architecture

Software enguneers Build analysis class Build analysis package

Architecture designers Build design model

Usecase engineers Usecase implementation design

architecture design

Components engineers Build design class Build design 
subsystem

Build implementation
model

Design interface

Architecture designers Build analysis model

Usecase engineers Analysis of usecase implementation

Description of architecture

Software enguneers Build analysis class Build analysis package

Architecture designers Build design model

Usecase engineers Usecase implementation design

architecture design

Components engineers Build design class Build design 
subsystem

Build implementation
model

Design interface

Architecture 
designers

Usecase
engineers

checking 
Analysis model 

Checking
description of architecture

Checking design model

Checking implementation
model Checking architecture design

Checking the Analysis 
of usecase implementation

Checking the design
of usecase implementation

V
endor

C
lient

Fig7. Complete design outsourcing process 

4.6Comparison among the five patterns 
In table3, some essential factors and conditions in the five 

software design outsourcing process patterns are listed for 
comparing.  

Table3. Comparison between the two patterns 
Factors 
/Conditions 

Technical design outsourcing 
process pattern 

Business logic design 
outsourcing process pattern

Architecture Design 
Outsourcing process 
pattern 

Detailed design 
outsourcing pattern 

Complete design 
outsourcing pattern 

Participants Client side: 
Architect 
Use-case engineer 
Component engineer 
Vendor side: 
Architect 
Use-case engineer  
Software engineer 

Client side: 
Architect 
Use-case engineer 
Component engineer 
Vendor side: 
Architect 
Use-case engineer 
Software engineer 

Client side 
Use-case engineer 
component engineer 
Vendor side 
Architect 

Client side:  
Architect  
Vendor side: 
Use-Case engineer 
Component 
engineer 

Client side: 
Architect 
Use-Case engineer  
Vendor side: 
Architect 
Use-Case engineer 
component engineer 

Key
artifact 

Client side: 
Analytical model 
Analytical Class 
Analytical Use-case 
Analytical Package 
Vendor side: 
Design model 
Design Class 
Design Subsystem 
Interface 
Design &Architecture 
Implementation model 

Client side: 
Design model 
Design Class 
Design Subsystem 
Interface 
Design &Architecture 
Implementation model 
Vendor side: 
Analytical model 
Analytical Class 
Analytical Use-case 
Analytical Package 

Client side:  
Design Class 
Design Subsystem 
Interface 
Analytical Class 
Analytical Use-case 
Analytical Package  
Vendor side: 
Analytical model 
Design model 
Design &Architecture 
Implementation model 

Client side:  
Analysis Model 
Design Model 
Design Architecture 
Implementation 
Model 
Vendor side: 
Design model 
Design Subsystem 
Interface 
Analysis class 
Analysis Use-Case 
Analysis Package 

Client side: 
Proposals to amend a 
variety of artifact  
Vendor side: 
Analytical model 
Design model 
Design Architecture 
Implementation 
Model 
Design Class 
Design Subsystem 
Interface 
Analysis class 
Analysis Use-Case 
Analysis Package 
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Necessary 
condition 

1.The client has software analysis 
capability but has not design 
capability.  
2.The vendor has design capability. 

1.Client has design 
capability but has not 
software analysis 
capability.  
2.Vendors have software 
analysis capability. 

1.The client has not 
architecture analysis 
and design capability.  
2.The vendor has 
architecture analysis 
and design capability. 

1.The vendor has 
not architecture 
analysis and design 
capability.  
2.The client has 
architecture 
analysis and design 
capability. 

1.Client has analysis 
and design capability. 
2.Vendor has 
complete analysis and 
design capability. 

Promoted 
condition 

1.The client has little time to do 
design work. 
2.The client lack software technical 
staff to do design work. 
3.The client cares more about the 
business solution than the software 
solution. 
4.The vendor has an advantage over 
the client in software solution. 
5.It is not necessary for the client to 
keep the business solution secret to 
the vendor, or the client has 
disguised the business solution 
before transferring it to the vendor. 

1.The client has little time 
to do design work. 
2.The client lack software 
analysis staff to do analysis 
work. 
3.The client cares more 
about the software solution 
than the business solution. 
4.The vendor has an 
advantage over the client 
in business solution. 
5.It is necessary for the 
client to keep the software 
solution secret to the 
vendor. 

1.The client has little 
time to do design work.
2.The client is lack of 
software architect to do 
architecture work. 
3.The vendor has an 
advantage over the 
client in architecture 
work. 
4.The design work of 
the client needs to be 
guided by the vendor. 

1.The client has 
little time to do 
design work. 
2.The vendor is 
lack of software 
architect to do 
architecture work. 
3.The client wants 
to control the 
architecture. 
4.The design work 
of the client needs 
to be guided by the 
client. 

1.The client has little 
time to do design 
work. 
2.Client has the 
capability of checking 
design. 
3.It is not necessary 
for client to keep the 
design secret to 
vendor. 

5. Conclusion 
On the analysis of different kinds of software outsourcing 

patterns, this paper puts up a RUP based software outsourcing 
process framework, which include outsourcing patterns exiting 
in main stages in software life circle, such as requirement 
outsourcing, design outsourcing, implement outsourcing, testing 
outsourcing etc. Because of the particularity in the field of 
software outsourcing, RUP is not completely suit for the 
outsourcing software development, an extension and 
customization to RUP is necessary. A detail requirement and 
design process description is illustrated in this paper. 
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